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has been reduced via advances in fabrication, and they are often miniaturized and
multiplexed with several sensing modalities consolidated onto a single device.[2]
The various categories of biomedical sensors include microelectrode-based bioelectronic probes,[3] biochemical sensors for
disease and disease biomarkers,[4] haptic/
tactile sensors,[5] and microfluidic devices
for on-chip field diagnostics.[6]
The evolving sophistication of biomedical sensors has almost always been
triggered by the breakthroughs in nano/
micro/macroscale device manufacturing
methods. With this in mind, we note three
key trends in the evolution of biomedical
sensors over the last several decades:
miniaturization, elasticity, and customization. The first trend is an ever-increasing
miniaturization of the electronic elements
of the sensor; both for microprocessors[7]
and for electronic packaging.[8] This trend,
primarily due to manufacturing advances,
has led to smaller devices with improved
functionality,[9] multiplexing,[10] improved
implantability in biological tissue,[11]
and lower power requirements. The
second trend has been the fabrication of
soft electronic devices that have an elastic modulus close to that
of the tissue in the human body. This trend is inspired by the
large elastic modulus mismatch between the Si-based electronic
devices and the human tissue—often as great as five orders of
magnitude—which creates an inherent interface barrier for
effective device coupling.[12] Matching the moduli provides a
seamless route to capture relevent signals from the biological
tissue of interest. Developments in silicone elastomers such as
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) have helped advance this trend
significantly.[13] The third trend, driven by customer needs, is
the personalization of sensors for improved outcomes, and an
ability for point-of-care device usage, which is highly advantageous in underserved areas. Despite the constant advancement
of biomedical devices, these trends remain consistent—spurring on new and more efficient ways of manufacturing device
elements.
Figure 1 illustrates the progression in the sophistication
of biomedical sensors that underscore the above trends. The
figure is divided according to the device fabrication method.
The devices made by traditional methods such as lithography
(Figure 1, left) include pacemakers, electrochemical sensors
for glucose detection, and microelectrode-based sensors. These

Additive manufacturing, also called 3D printing, is a rapidly evolving technique that allows for the fabrication of functional materials with complex
architectures, controlled microstructures, and material combinations. This
capability has influenced the field of biomedical sensing devices by enabling
the trends of device miniaturization, customization, and elasticity (i.e., having
mechanical properties that match with the biological tissue). In this paper,
the current state-of-the-art knowledge of biomedical sensors with the unique
and unusual properties enabled by 3D printing is reviewed. The review
encompasses clinically important areas involving the quantification of biomarkers (neurotransmitters, metabolites, and proteins), soft and implantable
sensors, microfluidic biosensors, and wearable haptic sensors. In addition,
the rapid sensing of pathogens and pathogen biomarkers enabled by 3D
printing, an area of significant interest considering the recent worldwide pandemic caused by the novel coronavirus, is also discussed. It is also described
how 3D printing enables critical sensor advantages including lower limitof-detection, sensitivity, greater sensing range, and the ability for point-ofcare diagnostics. Further, manufacturing itself benefits from 3D printing via
rapid prototyping, improved resolution, and lower cost. This review provides
researchers in academia and industry a comprehensive summary of the novel
possibilities opened by the progress in 3D printing technology for a variety of
biomedical applications.

1. Introduction
Sensors that capture biological signals from the human body
have revolutionized the diagnosis and treatment of diseases
and led to a dramatic improvement in the quality of human
life. The area of biomedical sensors has evolved rapidly since
their first implementation in cardiac pacemakers in the 1950s,[1]
providing vital in vivo and in vitro monitoring of biological signals across a broad range of applications. In addition, their cost
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Figure 1. Timeline/history for the development of biomedical devices fabricated using traditional manufacturing and 3D printing. i) First implantable cardiac pacemaker invented in 1958,[1] ii) A digital glucometer based on test strip,[2] iii) schematic of microarray pattern fabrication via photolithography.[25]
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methods have been around for the last half a century and have
served the field well. In contrast, several emerging manufacturing methods such as Additive Manufacturing (AM), also
called 3D printing, where the material is sequentially added
to make parts, have been used for biomedical devices only in
the last decade (Figure 1, right). In the 80s and 90s, several
3D printing methods for polymers, metals, and ceramics were
developed and optimized.[14,15] These techniques later found
their way into the manufacture of biomedical devices. For
example, the developments in polymer stereolithography and
micro-stereolithography techniques[15,16] led to the realization
of custom Lab-on-a-chip biosensors based on potentiometric
and chemiluminescent principles (e.g., Figure 1 xi,xii).[17–19]
In recent times, developments in material jetting (a type of
3D printing technique) have led to the realization of soft and
flexible biosensors with a wide range of applications (Figure 1
xiii).[20,21] In addition to biosensors, 3D printing has also led to
exciting new developments in sectors such as aviation, nuclear
industry, and automotive industry.[22,23] Note that the American
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standard classifies
AM methods into seven categories, namely, a) material jetting,
b) binder jetting, c) material extrusion, d) powder bed fusion,
e) sheet lamination, f) directed energy deposition, and g) VAT
photopolymerization.[24] The unique features of the 3D printing
methods relevant to biological and physical sensors are given
in Table 1.
In this paper, we will review the exciting developments in 3D
printed biomedical sensors and highlight the prospects for this
field. The intended audience includes researchers in academia
as well as engineers in startups and more established companies in the biomedical and advanced manufacturing fields. The
paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 highlights key functionalities and advantages of macro and micro/nanoscale 3D
structures enabled by 3D printing methods as relevant to the
biomedical sensors. This includes improvements in analytical
sensitivity, limit-of-detection (LoD), response time, and repeatability. Section 3 summarizes the 3D printing methods as relevant to biomedical sensors. Section 4 focuses on 3D printed
biosensors with different sensing modalities. These include
microfluidic biosensors, soft sensors and organs-on-a-chip, and
plasmonic biosensors. Section 5 talks about important advances
made in biosensing due to 3D printing for the detection of
pathogens; an area of high significance given the recent events
related to the coronavirus pandemic. We also include the application of 3D printed physical and haptic sensors. In the last section, we discuss the future direction of 3D printed biomedical
sensors that will significantly influence the advances in medical
sciences.

2. Why 3D Printing?
Several unique features of 3D printing are fueling the trends
of miniaturization, customization, and elasticity in biomedical
sensors mentioned above. First, 3D printing enables different
materials to be integrated with each other, which leads to the
compaction of the system. For example, Kim et al.[34] used
extrusion printing to integrate multiple sensing modalities on a
single sensor, reducing the overall footprint of the device when
compared to having separate sensors, and thereby achieving
miniaturization. Second, 3D printing involves the sequential
addition of material digitally controlled by computer-aided
design (CAD) programs, allowing customized parts to be fabricated with high precision.[35] Third, the physical addition of
material is generally not constrained by chemical compatibility
which helps disparate materials to be seamlessly integrated by
this method.[36] Last, 3D printing involves material deposition
and curing/sintering to make the parts, which simplifies the
fabrication process itself.
In the past, Clark platinum-electrodes were developed with
unique geometries for continuous monitoring of oxygen concentration in cardiovascular surgery.[37] These sensors, however, were difficult to mass-produce as each sensory part
was manufactured separately and assembled manually. This
important issue was solved by 3D printing due to the ability
to print complex geometries with multiple components as a
single unit.[38] Additional examples that highlight the advantages of 3D printing are shown in Figure 2 while categorizing them based on parts of the human body they interface
with. Figure 2a shows a fully printed neural probe for braincomputer-interfaces (BCIs) where the electrode shanks are integrated with the routing on a single substrate. The fabrication
of the array is achieved in two simple manufacturing steps,
namely, printing and sintering.[39] The printing resolution leads
to a high electrode density of recording channels (> 6400 channels cm−2). Further, the 3D printing method allows an arbitrary
variation in shank heights and diameters enabling the study
of 3D firing patterns through the volume of the brain, which
is impossible in BCIs made by traditional methods. Such customization may prove invaluable as an inroad to precision
medicine in neural recording and stimulation in patients.[40] A
3D printed microfluidic device (Figure 2b) was developed for
isotachophoresis with on-chip optical detection and electrophoretic separation abilities.[41] The manufacture of each device was
completed in minutes using a cheap printer ($2300) with excellent transparency that enabled the realization of the lowest cost
for such sensors—illustrating the cost advantages offered by
3D printing. Figure 2d shows a 3D printed microphysiological

iv) A microfluidic device using soft-lithography replica molding,[25] v) a set of electrochemical sensors on the same substrate for in vivo biomolecule
detection.[26] vi) First SLA-printed 3D part created by Chuck Hull.[27] vii) A 3D gear made by SLS method using metal powders and powder blends.[28] viii)
First use of a lab-grown urinary bladder made from molded polymer for transplant surgery.[29] ix) 3D printed (omnidirectional) microvascular networks
within a hydrogel reservoir using direct ink writing method.[30] x) 3D printed biosensors for online analysis of subcutaneous human microdialysate,
a) a microvial, b) probe holder, c) sensor sealing holder, and d) glucose and lactate sensor probes. Reproduced with permission.[31] Copyright 2015,
American Chemical Society. xi) A 3D printed lab-on-a-chip device platform for biosensing applications.[17] Reproduced with permission.[17] Copyright
2015, Wiley-VCH. xii) The 3D electrochemiluminescent detection platform for the measurement of cigarette and e-cigarette smoke extracts and polluted
water samples.[19] Reproduced with permission.[19] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society. xiii) A textile-mounted 3D capacitive fiber created for
the detection of elongational strains.[20] Reproduced with permission.[20] Copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH. xiv) 3D printed acoustic biosensor for infectious
disease monitoring.[32] Reproduced with permission.[32] Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society. xv) A 10 s COVID-19 test chip by enabling aerosol
jet 3D nanoparticle printing.[33] Reproduced with permission.[33] Copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH.
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Table 1. Different 3D printing methods relevant to biomedical sensor applications.
Methods*

Principle

Materials

Applications

Advantages

Disadvantages

Manufacturers

Material extrusion
(Fused deposition
modeling)

Nozzle prints
melted filament
onto a build
platform followed
by solidification

Acrylonitrile
butadiene styrene
(ABS), poly
lactic acid (PLA),
polycarbonate
(PC) polystyrene
(PS), polyamide,
polyetherimide
(PEI) etc.

Immunosensor,
Lactate sensor[56,91]

A wide range of
materials can
be used, faster
compared to SLA,
resolution ≈ 350
µm[92]

Requires support
and parts can have
lower strength
compared to solid
polymers.[93]

Makerbot, Ultimaker
Prussa

Material extrusion
(Direct ink writing)

Liquid ink is
extruded from a
nozzle

Ceramic slurry,
metal inks,
graphene, carbon
etc.

Metal electrodes,[71]
microvascular
networks[69]

Compatible with a
variety of materials,
including
biological inks,
can use multiple
solidification
methods[94]

To achieve small
feature, ink
formulation or
specific process
modifications are
required[95]

Envision TEC
3D-Bioplotter,
RepRap Prusa i3
printer

Vat
photopolymerization
(Stereolithography)

UV light
polymerization

Photoresins, ABS,
PC, polyethylene,
polypropylene,
nanocomposite[96]

Cellular Sensor,[97]
DNA sensor,[98]
Bone tissue
scaffold and
biomedical
implants.[99]

Simple and
scalable process.
Ability to pattern
multiple resins in
same layer with
strong interlayer
adhesion[100]

Lower mechanical
strength compared
to bulk polymers,
difficulty in
removing uncured
resins, and can
print only straight
layers[101]

FabPro, Form2

Vat
photopolymerization
(Digital light
processing)

Digital projector
is used to cure
photoresins

Photoesins, metal
powders, polymers,
ceramics

Glucose
sensor,[102,103]
motion sensor[103]

Faster than
SLA, uncured
photopolymer can
be reused.

Difficulty in
printing large
structures,[104]
and difficulty in
controlling precise
structural shape[105]

3D PrinterPro,
Fast Radius

Vat
photopolymerization
(Two-photon
polymerization)

Two photon
absorption and
polymerization

Polymers, negative
or positive
photoresists[106]

Tissue scaffolds,[107]
lab-on-CMOS
sensor[108]

Sub-100 nm
resolution[109]

Requires
sophisticated
optical circuitry
and positioning
stage.[51]

TOPTICA Photonics
AG, Aerotech

Powder bed fusion
(Selective laser
sintering)

Laser source used
to sinter powder
particles

Metal powders,
Nylon, Polyamide
powders

Biomaterials,[110]
pH sensors[75]

Fabrication of large
parts,[111] resolution
≈100 µm

Requires more time
compared to SLA
and FDM, limited
accuracy of features
below a millimeter,
requires postprinting processes,
and challenging to
control porosity.[112]

Fuse 1, Sintratec

Material Jetting
(Inkjet printing)

Extrusion of ink
and powder liquid
binding

Photo-resins,
hydrogels, carbon
nanotubes[113]

Bionic ear,[114]
Bio-membrane[115]

Drop-on-demand,
allows highthroughput cell
patterning[116] and
reactive ink can
be printed without
agglomeration[117]

Serial process,
constrained
by viscosity of
solvents[118]

Hsausa, Inkcups,
NanoDimension

Material Jetting
(Aerosol Jet Printing)

Aerosolized
droplets delivered
by a carrier gas to
deposition nozzle
and focused by a
sheath gas

Metal
nanoparticles,
polymers, carbon
nanotubes,[119]
graphene, MXene

Glucose
sensor,[87] Protein
microarray[120]

Printing in 3D
without support,[52]
adoptable to a wide
viscosity range,[121]
and high resolution
of 10µm

Particle size limited
to < 500 nm,
over-spray[122]

Optomec, Integrated
Deposition Solutions
(IDS) Inc.

*Categorization

of 3D printing methods according to ASTM Standard F2792-12a[24]
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Figure 2. 3D printed biomedical devices that interface with various parts of the human body. a) An ultra-high-density microelectrode array for neural
detection.[39] b) An optically transparent 3D microfluidic device.[41] Reproduced with permission.[41] Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society.
c) Human organ-on-chip,[59] d) multimaterial microphysiological device for monitoring contractile stress of multiple laminar cardiac micro-tissues,[42]
e) AJ printed capacitive touch sensor,[60] and f) glioblastoma-on-a-chip for drug discovery.[43] g) Artificial skin for slip force, tactile force, and temperature measurements.[21] Reproduced with permission.[21] Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society. h) 3D printed smart earable device to monitor
body temperature.[44] Reproduced with permission.[44] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society. i) A skin-attachable flexible strain sensor based on
interconnected nanofibers.[61]

device (organ-on-a-chip) for the detection of contractile stress
of laminar cardiac micro-tissues with multiple integrated sensors.[42] Each device contained an embedded strain sensor,
and multi-layer cantilevers composed of a base layer, a tissueguiding layer, connectors for readout, and eight independent
wells using multiple material combinations such as polymers
and conductive materials.[42] 3D printing enabled a rapid
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multi-material system integration and allowed elasticity for
seamless functioning of the sensors with the biological tissue.
Such a feat would not be possible with conventional lithography due to the required process temperatures and the use of
toxic chemicals, especially in the presence of biological tissue.
Figure 2e shows design of an interdigitated capacitive touch
sensor which was fabricated by aerosol jet printing (AJP), a
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material jetting method, to achieve high sensitivity and high
areal sensor density.[60] A glioblastoma-on-a-chip (Figure 2f) for
drug discovery and personalized cancer treatment was developed by Yi et al.[43] This work demonstrated drug combinations
associated with superior tumor killing for specific patients.
3D printing allowed a fast production of an ex vivo glioblastoma model required in testing chemotherapy drugs which
are highly critical for this rapidly advancing disease.[43] Using
3D printing, an advanced artificial skin (e-skin) was manufactured by integrating three-axis tactile force and temperature
sensors with fingerprint-like structure to detect the touch, slip,
and friction force (Figure 2g).[21] This device represents a fully
functional e-skin that imitates the softness of human skin with
an integration of a staggering 45 sensors in arrays of 15 mm ×
15 mm areas—and all achieved only by printing. This example
highlights the trend of miniaturization and elasticity enabled by
the 3D printing methods. An integrated 3D printed wearable
“earable” device with an infrared sensor shown in Figure 2h
was designed to be worn on the ear to detect core body temperature.[44] In order to realize personalized ear-shaped molds
and circuits, they used a monolithic 3D printing process with
the embedding of liquid metal microchannels. The personalization aspect of this device was clearly enabled by 3D printing. A
skin attchable flexible sensor is shown in Figure 2i.[61] We note
that in several 3D printed biomedical sensors, only parts of the
sensor are 3D printed, requiring their assembly/attachment
with non-3D printable components.[45] Active research in areas
such as multi-material printing is being pursued to achieve
entirely 3D printed devices with minimal process steps (also
see Section 7).[46]
In addition to the exciting devices mentioned above, 3D
printing also offers the possibility of making precisely fabricated 3D geometries with certain surface topographies that
can lead to hierarchical architectures that are advantageous
in certain circumstances. In fact, hierarchical geometries are
expected to give rise to enhanced reaction kinetics and reduced
reaction times, resulting in a lower LoD, rapid detection, and
a large dynamic range of detection.[47,48] The AJP method was
employed to create a micropillar-based hierarchical structure where sintered particles offered excellent surface topography for the attachment of nanomaterials such as graphene,
resulting in the rapid detection of dopamine at sensitivities
down to femtomolar concentrations.[49] Although lithography
can create 3D hierarchical structures/architectures, the techniques are typically complex and more difficult to implement[50]
compared to those by 3D printing methods such as two photon
polymerization or 2PP[51] and AJP.[52] Additional advantages
include high reproducibility, robustness, and reliability of the
biosensors.[33,53] For example, AJP was employed to create
high-precision microelectrode arrays for immobilization of glucose oxidase for detection of glucose[54] with a good sensitivity
(9.9 µA mm−1) and low noise level (1.5 nA) due to spherical
diffusion of targets and larger surface area.[54] A mechanically
robust microfluidic device was developed for online analysis
of biomarkers (glutamate, glucose, and lactate) in a microdialysis stream at a µL min−1 flow rate.[55] Another example is a
3D biosensor made of gold (Au) plated, helical stainless steel
structures using selective laser melting or SLM, a powder
bed fusion 3D printing technique, for the detection of DNA
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2021, 2107671

hybridization with superior selectivity and a wide detection
range (1–1000 nm).[56] Along the same lines, a 3D printed plasmonic sensor provided a resolution for bacterial toxin detection
beyond the diffraction limit and with a sensitivity down to the
size of a single molecule[57] and also an extremely high spectral
sensitivity (>2600 nm/reflective index unit or RIU).[58]

3. 3D Printing Methods Relevant to
Biomedical Sensors
In the previous section, we discussed the exciting advantages
offered by 3D printing for bio-implants, brain-machine interfaces, and microfluidic biosensors.[48] To understand the fabrication side better, it is important to know about the 3D printing
techniques used to make such devices. 3D printing methods
are generally categorized as extrusion-based processes, laserbased processes (for both metal and polymer), and material jetting processes which create features at the nano, microscales.
Table 1 lists various 3D printing methods (classified according
to ASTM Standard F2792-12a) as relevant to biomedical sensors
and devices highlighting their capabilities and applications.
In material extrusion type of 3D printing, the material is
dispensed through a nozzle or an orifice. One such method,
fused deposition modeling or FDM, can build 3D parts using
materials such as nylon, polylactic acid (PLA), polyethylene
terephthalate (PET), acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS),
and their blends (Figure 3a).[62] A PDMS-based microfluidic
e-tongue sensor manufactured by the FDM method is shown
in Figure 3b.[63] Another type of material extrusion method,
direct ink writing or DIW, involves dispensing material from a
nozzle, typically under a pressure (Figure 3c).[64] An implanted
soft biosensor was fabricated using DIW for simultaneous epicardial recording of electrocardiography (ECG) signals from the
murine heart as shown in Figure 3d.[65] In addition, the capability of introducing multiple printheads and even printhead
array in DIW enables the one-step high-speed multi-material
fabrication, which further enhances the possibility of mass production of highly customized biomedical devices.[66,67] Being
inspired by this µm-resolution printing technique, several
devices such as 3D periodic structures,[68] 3D microvascular
networks,[69] photonic structures[70] with 3D metal electrodes,[71]
and drug-delivery devices[72] have been demonstrated.
Laser-based processes use light energy to form solid shapes
from precursors. Vat photopolymerization such as stereolithography or SLA (Figure 3e), digital light processing or
DLP, and 2PP (Figures 3f ) use polymerization of liquid resin
using laser energy to form the parts. Rapid detection of bacteria was realized by an optical-fiber based probe which was
manufactured using 2PP method (Figure 3g).[74] 2PP was utilized to create a set of surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
(SERS) array structures such as a hexagonally arranged singlevoxel array, a microspike array, and an array of fractal trees.[74]
With a minor modification to SLA, a multi-material microstereolithography (μSLA) method was recently introduced
that can provide accuracy to the micron level.[23] The DLP
utilizes a digital light projector for the polymerization process
where micron and submicron resolution can be achieved. In
the case of selective laser sintering (SLS, Figure 3h) powders
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Figure 3. AM (also called 3D printing) methods relevant to biomedical sensors. a) Fused deposition modeling (FDM) system for printed sensors
such as an electrochemical sensor for lactate sensing.[63] b) An example of biosensor (microfluidic e-tongue sensor) manufactured by FDM (image
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are sequentially melted and re-solidified over a specific area
per layer to create metal or polymer parts. Unlike laser poly
merization, a variety of materials such as polymers, metals,
ceramics, and composites could be fabricated by SLS. This
material versatility gives rise to promising applications such
as autoclave devices that can monitor pH during microbial
shake flask cultivation.[75]
Material jetting is a non-contact layer-by-layer AM process
that can deposit inks composed of nano or micro-sized particles on various substrates. Like other 3D printing methods,
material jetting is also a mask-less process controlled by CAD
programs wherein the materials being jetted can be readily
changed at the click of a button.[77] Compared to other AM processes,[78] material jetting offers higher dimensional accuracy
of printing and the ability to print at an incline or on a curved
surface. This method allows microscale interconnects to be
printed that helps with the integration of sensors and conformal biosensors,[79] aiding in the miniaturization of device
circuits.[80] Jetting methods are being developed to create electronic circuits directly on a soft stretchable substrate with low
elastic modulus[81] that matches that of the human body, thus
helping with the trend of ‘elasticity’ mentioned before. Note
that a large number of micro/nanoparticle (NP)-based materials can be dispersed into a solution, and used as building
blocks via material jetting,[82] opening an immense material
design space for sensors and devices. Material jetting can also
be used to fabricate different microscale geometries such as
microlattices, spirals, pillars/needles, and 3D interconnects
that are difficult, if not impossible to make by conventional
lithographic methods.[52,83] Amongst these methods, inkjet
printing (IJP) creates circuits with feature sizes down to
50–100 µm (Figure 3i). An organic thin-film transistor (OTFT)
biosensor was fabricated by IJP with high carrier mobility
(Figure 3j).[76] The IJP is also capable of printing live cells.
Applications such as a 3D bionic ear consisting of cell-seeded
hydrogels, silver NPs in a flexible polymer, a stretchable,
capacitive-based, physical sodium chloride sensing device,[84]
microelectrodes,[85] and a flexible thermistor[86] have been
demonstrated by IJP. AJP is a recent 3D printing method
that further improves the minimum printed feature size to
≈10 µm, which is about 1/10th the size of nozzle, thanks to a
focused sheath gas beam (Figure 3k). In addition, AJP enables
microscale architectures such as pillars and lattices to be fabricated without any support structures.[52] A multiplex electrochemical sensor (six sensors) platform was created for glucose
sensing by using AJP.[87] Other applications such as epidermal
electronics,[81] terahertz metamaterials,[88] cell pattering with
high porosity,[89] wearable bandage strain sensor,[90] and
brain-computer interfaces[39] have been demonstrated using
AJP.

4. 3D Printed Biomedical Sensor Devices
The range of 3D printed biomedical sensors is quite broad.
As such, we will use their sensing capabilities to focus further
discussion. First, microfluidic biosensors are well-suited for
the manipulation and analysis of various cells, biomolecules,
and other particles, which is enhanced by the customization
offered by 3D printing. Second, gel-based soft conductive biosensing elements mimicking human sensing organs can be
conveniently fabricated by methods such as extrusion-based
3D printing. These sensors provide a platform for organs-ona-chip constructs used for personalized medicine. Both device
types provide an in vitro space that mimics the biological environment and allows an easy approach to observe and analyze
the biomedical reactions in a controlled and automized way
with minimal sample volume and reasonable cost. We conclude with a summary of the array of other biomedical sensor
types, emphasizing throughout what key facets 3D printing has
enabled.
4.1. 3D Printed Microfluidic Biosensors
Microfluidic devices facilitate a controlled introduction of
biomolecules in a wet environment, a feature that is highly
convenient for biosensing.[123] Fabrication of microfluidic components (channels, valves, mixers, pumps, etc.) has been done
by micromachining, micro-molding, and soft lithography, with
many of the processes requiring expensive cleanroom facilities and optical masks. These processes have difficulty creating
the necessary geometries with a minimum number of steps
and suffer from issues such as delamination resulting in fluid
leakage and an inability to create integrated subparts such as
valves with the main device. 3D printing of soft polymers has
been introduced as an alternative low-cost fabrication approach
to solving these issues. In doing so, a variety of fluidic structures with complex geometries can easily be manufactured
such as channels, mixers, and actuators.
A complex microfluidic biosensor was manufactured by
SLA for smartphone-based colorimetric quantification of urinary proteins.[124] To do so, multiple functional elements were
integrated into the same device via 3D printing, such as a
torque-actuated pump, a rotary valve, and a pushing valve.
This allowed automatic operation without any off-chip bulky
equipment. The resulting device exhibited an excellent LoD of
8.5 µg mL−1, which is lower by more than two orders of magnitude compared to other methods (0.1 mg mL−1) and had
a detection range of 0.025 to 6.0 mg mL−1. In another work,
a low-cost, automated 3D printing process was developed for
microfluidic components such as 3D valves and pumps for

reproduced with permission).[63] Copyright 2017, Elsevier. c) Schematic representation of direct ink write (DIW) 3D printer.[65] d) A picture of implanted
soft biosensor used for simultaneous epicardial recording of ECG signal from murine.[65] e) SLA-based 3D printing wherein the manufacture of a microfluidic device is taken for demonstration.[23] f) Set up of a two photon polarization (2PP) with associated optical circuitry.[73] g) An optical fiber based
probe manufactured by 2PP and used for rapid detection of bacteria.[74] Image reproduced with permission.[74] Copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH. h) SLS-based
3D printer used to fabricate microfluidic electrochemical sensors.[75] i) An inkjet printer,[76] and j) A photograph of OTFT biosensor fabricated by inkjet
printer.[76] Image reproduced with permission.[76] Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH. k) Schematic of aerosol jet 3D NP printing process with ultrasonic and
pneumatic automizers to generate aerosol droplets which are moved to the nozzle via a carries gas and focused aerodynamically to print biomedical
devices such as neural probes (brain-computer interfaces).[39] The categorization of the 3D printing methods in this figure according to ASTM Standard
F2792-12a is given in Table 1.
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controlling the mixing and distribution of fluids.[125] Another
microfluidic device was developed by integrating FDA-approved
clinical microdialysis probes with needle structures for direct
monitoring of tissue metabolites (glucose and lactate).[31] This
biosensing device was manufactured by combining two 3D
printing systems wherein one was SLA-based ultra 3sp printer
having resolutions of 100 µm in x- and y- directions and
≈25–100 µm in z-direction, and another one with FDM-based
Objet260 printer, having the capability of printing both hard
and soft plastics. The resulting device provided fast responses
of 208 ± 6.5s and 194 ± 15s for glucose and lactate sensing,
respectively. Figure 4a shows a microfluidic device made by 3D
printing of a nanocomposite which was used for monitoring
of glutamate using electrochemical reduction principle.[126] In
another work, a 500 × 500 µm microchannel was fabricated and
integrated into carbon and platinum electrodes to detect the
concentration of dopamine and nitric oxide (NO) (Figure 4b).[38]
The resulting device showed significant improvement in the
LoD (500 nm and 1 µm for dopamine and NO, respectively)
within the detection ranges of 25–500 µm and 7.6–190 µm. The
lower LoD was primarily due to the miniaturization of the electrode enabled by 3D printing where the microchannel could
constrain the analyte molecules effectively for the detection.
In addition to the biomedical sensors, 3D printing is also
employed to construct acoustofluidic devices by printing
ceramics such as lead zirconate titanate (PZT) or lithium niobate (LiNbO3), which can generate vibrations at relevant frequency ranges. Patterning and reducing the thickness of PZT
substrates down to 10 µm by conventional methods such as
lapping or etching (chemical and dry) remains an open challenge due to their high surface roughness, fragility, and nonuniformity.[128] Thus, direct printing of these materials introduces a new possibility to fabricate piezo-devices such as
acoustofluidic and piezoelectric transducers, and ultrasound
devices. In a seminal work, a pick-and-place micro-extrusion
3D printing was used to create an acoustofluidic device containing orthogonal out-of-plane piezoelectric sensors and actuators and was used as a microfluidic device.[129] In this device,
various materials such as epoxy, PDMS, silver NPs, and eutectic
gallium–indium, and PZT were printed layer-by-layer to generate multiple resonant modes within 0–20 MHz frequency
range.[129] The unique feature of 3D printing is realized for creating microchannels, interconnects, and embedded PZT transducers with electrodes, and anchoring and acoustic impedance
matching devices in a single chip.[129] 3D printing thus shows
the high customizability of microfluidic devices with a variety
of structural innovations.
4.2. Soft Sensors and Organs-on-a-Chip
Sensors with low elastic modulus have the capability to seamlessly interface with the biological tissue of interest. One of the
ways to achieve this feat is to use hydrogel-based sensor device
architectures. IJP, AJP, FDM, and DIW have been used to create
microstructures consisting of hydrogels mixed with various conductive inks (metal NPs, graphene, carbon nanotubes (CNTs),
and organometallic compounds) for biosensing.[130] Some of
these devices are on flexible platforms where performance
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under twisting, folding, and bending are of major concern.
An implantable sensor was developed on a soft PDMS substrate by the direct pattering of platinum NPs, CNTs, poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT: PSS),
and silicone rubber based nanocomposite ink.[131] This sensor
was capable of monitoring glutamate release from an excised
spinal cord segment of a Spinal Cord Injury (SCI) rat model
and the results showed a LoD of 0.2 µm with a short response
time of 15s.
AJP was used to create flexible interconnects and electronic
components with feature sizes down to micrometers for conformal flow sensing in blood vessels.[132] In addition to the
elasticity of the system, 3D printing allowed miniaturization,
with wireless inductive coupling devices to be integrated that
enabled wireless detection of cerebral aneurysm hemodynamics with a maximum readout distance of 6 cm in highly
contoured and narrow human neurovascular models.[132] This
measurement would be difficult, if not impossible, for sensors
made using traditional lithographic techniques. IJP was used to
manufacture flexible glucose sensors by printing multi-layered
graphene and platinum NPs on curved surfaces of polyetheretherketone.[133] This implanted sensor was evaluated in vivo in
rats, and the results showed high sensitivity and comparable
data to a commercial glucometer for continuous glucose monitoring in subcutaneous tissue, even under the hypoglycemic
condition.
Human organs are soft biosensors that have been evolving
over several millennia. Mimicking these sensors artificially
(e.g., on a chip) can allow drug development, disease modeling, and personalized medicine; and serve as an alternative
to animal models for clinical studies.[134] Organs-on-chips,
a technology that aims to develop artificial organs as alternative animal models have been extensively studied and proven
to be effective in various biomedical fields. The technology has
matured such that organs-on-chips are currently being commercialized by various companies (e.g., Emulate, Inc.).[135]
These devices are fabricated by photolithographic methods, but
suffer from limitations such as complex multi-step processes,
poor cost-effectiveness due to cleanroom process, difficulties in
surface biofunctionalization, and validation related to biocompatibility.[136] Since artificial organs rely on the self-assembly
of cells to create complex-tissue, organ-level organization, and
functions, 3D printing is an efficient fabricating modality that
can control cell patterning at multiple layers in extracellular
matrix (ECM), and positioning of micro-posts and other functional components and biomaterials on a single chip platform.
In addition, 3D printing can create layer-by-layer construction
of ECM, live cells, tissues, and organoids and incorporate multisensor elements. Several artificial sensing (or otherwise) organs
including liver-on-a-chip,[137] nervous system-on-a-chip,[127]
air-blood-barrier,[138] kidney organoids-on-a-chip,[139] multiple
organs-on-a-chip (liver, heart, and lung),[140] heart-on-a-chip,[141]
and brain organoids[142] are realized by 3D printing. With
long-term time-course optical imaging capabilities, a human
stomach-on-a-chip was fabricated using 3D printing to grow
gastric organoids (human pluripotent stem cells) and a peristaltic pump was introduced for luminal delivery.[143] This chip
lasted for long-term delivery of drugs/nutrients to investigate
the gastric physiology and drug screening.[143] Figure 4c–e
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Figure 4. 3D printed microfluidic biosensor and organs-on-a-chip. a) 3D printed needle-type microfluidic glutamate sensor consisting of three electrodes wherein the working electrode is made of platinum NPs, CNTs, and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT.PSS). The
biochemical reaction shows the generation of electrons by oxygen (O2) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) reduction in presence of glutamate oxidase
enzyme.[126] Reproduced with permission.[126] Copyright 2019, Elsevier. b) A schematic and an optical image of a 3D printed modular microfluidic sensor
with reusable electrodes. The micrographs show gold and silver wire secured with C-7 epoxy and a calibration plot for the detection O2 concentration (parts-per-million) in presence of buffer (HBSS) with red blood cell counts,[38] Reproduced with permission.[38] Copyright 2014, Royal Society of
Chemistry. c–e) 3D printed organ-on-a-chip. The optical image shows a perpendicular assembly of microchannel and tri-chamber components of the
organ-on-a-chip. The micrograph shows a single channel of superior cervical ganglia (SCG) neurons and axons in chamber 1.[127]
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2021, 2107671
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shows a nervous system-on-a-chip developed to study viral
infection by reconstituting the critical function of neural-tissue
interfaces (glial cell–axon) in the nervous system.[127] In this
device, schwann cells and hippocampal neurons were observed
to be refractory to axon-to-cell infection of the pseudorabies
virus, indicating a bottleneck to viral transmission. These
examples reveal a new direction of manufacturing for devices
that mimic or even create organs with high spatial resolutions
and complex geometries.
4.3. The Rapidly Expanding Diversity of 3D Printed Biosensors
with Different Sensing Modalities
As seen before, 3D printing allows the manufacture of cheap,
multifunctional, and miniaturized structures for efficient biosensors. These advantages have been utilized by sensors with various
modalities described below. The sensors provide highly sensitive measures of cancer biomarkers,[144] infectious diseases,[145]
metabolites,[31] neurotransmitters,[38] pathogen,[146] and other biomarkers,[147] and demonstrate specific advantages in terms of high
sensitivity and specificity, low LoD, and a reconfigurable back-end
that allows easy interfacing with smartphone-based readouts.[148]
Electrochemical sensors work on the principle of electrochemical transduction such as a change in impedance, current,
voltage, and capacitance caused by the presence or absence of
specific biomolecules.[149] Because these reaction rates depend
upon the total surface area as well as the mesoscale geometry
of the electrodes, 3D printing is an ideal method to greatly
increase sensitivity (i.e., reduce the LoD). Table 2 compares
several electrochemical sensors made by 3D printing and
conventional manufacturing methods. For prostate-specific
antigen (PSA), an important disease biomarker, a 3D printed
sensor showed a LoD of 0.5 pg mL−1.[150] Using conventional
methods, the same sensor is only capable of detecting values
in the micro-to-nanogram per milliliter range, a >3 orders of
magnitude difference.[150] This 3D printed device not only provided a selective detection of serum PSA, but also brought a
unique solution of mixing of reagents in microchannels during
immuno-detection. In the case of dopamine, an important
neurotransmitter, 3D printed multi-length-scale hierarchical
electrode architecture was able to break the detection barrier
described in the literature[47,48] to obtain a LoD of 0.5 am. Lithographically produced,[151] and screen-printed carbon[152] and conducting polymer-palladium composite[153] sensors, on the other
hand, showed a LoD of 128, 50, and 24 nm, respectively, for the
same neurotransmitter. The superior LoD of 3D printed sensors was believed to be due to its unique hierarchical electrode
architecture. Similar results are also given in Table 2 for the
detection of biomolecules such as glucose and ascorbic acid. 3D
printed biosensors thus provide a high sensitivity for detection
of biomarkers along with high selectivity. Development of such
a device has the potential to open new avenues for an early in
vitro diagnosis of various diseases. Further, this progress can
be combined with wearable technology that can lead to a patchtype epidermal and sweat monitoring sensor.[34]
Noble metallic nanostructures possess plasmonic properties that can be used to fabricate plasmonic biosensors for the
detection of biomarkers. Surface plasmons are electromagnetic
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waves propagating along a surface and evanescently decaying
away from the metal-dielectric interfaces that are uniquely
affected by the presence or absence of specific biomolecules
due to a change of refractive index. Using direct-write printing
and 2PP, many plasmonic structures can be fabricated with
high quality, including Au nanostructures,[165,166] Au-containing pyramidal structures,[167] metallic structures with subwavelength resolution,[166] conductive Au microstructures,
and Au nanocomposite.[168] Using 3D printing to create the
light-emitting diode (LED) source, collimator, linear polarizer,
and beam-splitter plate, a surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
imaging device was fabricated, with everything attached to a
smartphone.[169] This sensor provided an optimal use of the
complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) sensor
of the smartphone to give high sensitivity with excellent biological affinity. Another all 3D printed SPR biosensor was used
to monitor label-free bacterial toxins with optical components,
sensors, and light-guiding systems being printed.[57] Thus, 3D
printing overcomes several problems with traditional benchtype plasmonic measurements while creating a portable pointof-care device for monitoring biomarkers.
Colorimetric biosensors detect a particular analyte through
color changes that can be captured by optical detectors or by the
naked eye.[170] Though traditional paper-fluidic colorimetric sensors have been exploited widely for biomarker monitoring, they
have limited device efficacies due to their short optical path, color
distribution inhomogeneity, temperature, and moisture sensitivity, and issues of spreading of the dyes from detection zones.[171]
3D printed colorimetric biosensors can solve these problems by
tuning the optical path (via printing) and the active loading of the
samples. With a smart phone reader, a 3D printed colorimetric
sensor (Figure 5a,b) was demonstrated for immunoassay test of
urinary proteins. This device integrates torque-actuated pump and
valve, rotary valve, and push valve, via seamless 3D printing.[124]
Implantable biosensors that monitor (and react to) the bioenvironments are increasingly used for applications such as
supportive structures for damaged biological components,
monitoring of signals in the vicinity of biological cells, and controlled drug delivery. Instead of ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach, personalized implantable sensors are increasingly favored due to
improved patient outcomes. This requires the fabrication of geometrically complex shapes and compositions that need frequent
on-demand changes.[172] Such sensors should also conform to
the elastic modulus of the correspondent biological tissue. 3D
printing is uniquely positioned to fulfill these requirements.
Figure 5c shows a minimally invasive microneedle-based sensor
with bio-inspired backward-facing curved barbs for enhanced
tissue adhesion manufactured by DLP printing.[173] A fully printed
chip was manufactured for counting of CD4 (i.e., CD4 positive
helper T-lymphocytes or CD4+ T-cells) of healthy donors and HIVinfected patients using IJP.[174] Recently, a custom gastric resident
electronic (GRE) device was manufactured using multi-material
3D printing (Figure 5d–f) that enables the simultaneous controlled release of drugs (antimicrobial and hormonal agents).[175]
This device is designed to perform the delivery of drugs orally,
pass through the pylorus, and excreted out of the body. With a
seamless integration of wireless module, this device has the capability for in vivo gastric residences in a porcine stomach for 36
days while also maintaining in vivo wireless communication.
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Table 2. Comparison of 3D printed biomedical sensors with traditional sensors.
Methods

Biomarker

Sensor structures
(3D and non-3D)

Detection
range

LoD

Sensing capabilities and remarks

Prostate
specific
antigen

3D printed
channels;
immunoarray

0.5 pg mL−1 to
5 ng mL−1

0.5 pg mL−1

Customizability and rapid prototyping capability.
Automated detection system and assay time ≈ 30 min. Accuracy
comparable with ELISA and commercial devices such as Abbott
Diagnostics (0.008 ng mL−1), Roche (0.002 ng mL−1), Beckman
Coulter (0.008 ng mL−1), and Diagnostic Products Corporation
(0.04 ng mL−1)

Commercial SPR
biochip[154]

Self-assembled
monolayered Au

1–1000 ng mL−1

18.1 ng mL−1

Assay time ≈14 min. Sensing with buffer solution
and human serum

Microfabrication[155]

Self-assembled
monolayer Au

0–4 µg mL−1

0.2 µg mL−1

Single-use biosensor, sensing with serum samples and good
sensitivity

Micropillar array
electrode

100 am–1 mm

500 am

Low LoD ≈ 500 attomoles, breaking the barrier described in
literature[47] through multi-length-scale electrode structure. Rapid
prototyping capability and waste minimization due to small
microfluidic volume required for testing.

3D carbon
electrode

0.5–100 µm

10 nm

High sensitivity to multiple neurochemicals, high reproducibility,
capability for both in vitro and in vivo.

3D printing (SLA)[150]

3D Printing (AJP)[49]

Dopamine

3D printing (2PP)[148]
Lithography[156]

Graphene

0.5–120 µm

10 nm

Good sensitivity in urine sample

Screen printed
electrode[153]

Conducting
polymer-Pd
composite

0.1 to 200 µm

24 nm

In vitro sensing capabilities

Glassy carbon
electrode[152]

Carbon paste
electrode

0.5–800 µm

50 nm

Sensing capabilities with urine sample

Lithography[151]

Nano-Au
electrode

4–1012 µm

128 nm

Sensing in phosphate buffered saline (PBS)

Polymer
nanocomposite

0–10 mm

6.9 µm

Multi-materials printing, customizability and
rapid prototyping. High sensitivity.

3D printing (AJP)[54]

Printed
microelectrode
arrays

1.7 µm–1 mm

0.45 µm

Rapid prototyping, waste minimization, and customizability.
Low LoD and low noise level (1.5 nA)

3D printing (Inkjet
printing)[158]

PEDOT.PSS

0.25–0.9 mm

28 µm

Rapid, fully printed, and customizable biosensor.
Non-invasive, good sensitivity in saliva, stability ≈1 month, and
response time ≈1 min

MnO2/MWCNTs

10 µm–28 mm

10 µm

Low-potential, stable, and fast detection time

CNTs

0.05–0.3 mm

1.3 µm

Stretchable and skin attachable, continuous
monitoring, stability ≈10 days

Carbon

2.5–20 mm

0.5 mm

In vitro sensing with human caucasian hepatocyte carcinoma cell
line, and long-term detection of ≈ 24 h

Au electrode

0.1–1 mm

2.1 µm

Multi-materials printing and rapid prototyping.
High sensitivity, sensing ability with real samples in vitamin C tablet,
and better LoD compared to glassy carbon electrode.

Glassy carbon
electrode[163]

Carbon
nanoplatelets

0.1 µm–1.8 mm

1.09 µm

Sensing ability with soft drink, orange juice, and urine.

Lithography[164]

Indium tin oxide
(ITO) electrode

0.058 to
0.71 mm

8.4 µm

Response time ≈40 s, shelf life ≈1.5 month

3D printing (AJP)[157]

Glucose

Electrodeposition[159]
Lithography[160]
Screen-printing[161]
3D printing
(SLM)[162]

Ascorbic
acid

5. The Fast, Flexible, and Accurate Detection of
Disease through 3D Printed Sensors
Finally, the rapid and accurate detection of pathogens and
their biomarkers has never been more important, as shown
by the recent COVID-19 pandemic.[176] In addition, infectious
diseases caused by other viruses (e.g., HIV, influenza, ebola,
hepatitis), parasites (malaria), and bacteria (tuberculosis,)
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2021, 2107671

are a major health concern throughout the world, particularly in developing countries. Biosensors that can detect the
pathogens in seconds can open travel and economies of entire
regions, helping with the livelihood of millions of people.
Rapid and early test assay is thus an unmet need that is critical to protect public health.
To rapidly detect pathogens, electrochemical sensing with
surfaces modified with nanomaterials was introduced where
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Figure 5. Biosensor device integration and customization via 3D printing. a) 3D printed microfluidic colorimetric sensor.[124] b) Example of using 3D
printing to create custom reconfigurable components for biosensing: assembly and operation of push valves used in a microfluidic biosensor (red and
yellow colors indicate valves and pistons, respectively).[124] Reproduced with permission.[124] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. c) 3D printed
microneedles for drug delivery and biosensing.[173] Reproduced with permission.[173] Copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH. d) 3D printed GRE device[175] with a
CAD layout that shows the embedded electronics for sensing and drug delivery. e) Dimension of the GRE device in (d). f) X-ray image showing the
deployment of the GRE device in (d) in a porcine stomach. Reproduced with permission.[175] Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2021, 2107671
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lithography was used to create an HIV detection device at an
early stage of infection (3–8 weeks).[177] The same device principle was also used to detect a variety of other viral pathogens.[178] Although, the 2D planar electrode structures allow
compatibility with lithographic techniques for scalable production, they have limited device performance in terms of
sensitivity and response time (i.e., speed of detection). A
3D structure of the electrode would be highly beneficial to
improve the reaction kinetics and hence accelerate the sensing
performance. The fabrication of the 3D surfaces, however, is
inherently incompatible with the planar lithographic techniques. This limitation was overcome by 3D printing in our
recent work where AJP was used to create micropillars coated
with reduced graphene oxide nanoflakes to sense COVID-19
antibodies within 10 s.[33] Figure 6 shows this 3D printed
device with a 10 × 10 micropillar array coated with the severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) spike
S1 antigen-specific to S1 antibodies. The AJP used layer-bylayer printing of Au NPs followed by sintering at 400 °C[33]
to create the working electrode of the sensor. The device
was used to detect multiple antibodies such as spike S1 and
receptor-binding domain (RBD) down to picomolar concentration in mere 10 s where the readout was enabled by a commercially available smartphone-based app. The device could also
be regenerated 9 times and showed good reproducibility and
sensitivity. Such a device can also be used to investigate the
dynamics of immune response to viral infections and vaccine
development with different viral strains. This 3D printing technology used a generic device set-up, and as such may be able
to detect other pathogens and their biomarkers.
Other examples of the use of 3D printing for pathogen
detection include the isolation and detection of influenza
virus using a 3D printed microfluidic device.[179] In this work,
paramagnetic beads were conjugated by glycan and labeled
by quantum dots for isolation, followed by their attachment
to hemagglutinin. This system was then used to effectively
detect the influenza virus via differential pulse voltammetry.
In a recent work, low-cost open-source electronics were integrated with 3D printing to develop a portable diagnostic platform for the detection of malaria.[180] A microfluidic magnetic
pre-concentrator was manufactured via 3D printing without
the need for any assembly and used to detect bacterial
pathogens Escherichia coli (O157:H7, a pathogen that causes
hemorrhagic colitis and hemorrhagic uremic syndrome by
contaminating foods) using antibody-conjugated magnetic
NPs.[181] This device improved the LoD, while also enabling
miniaturization where a small volume of the affected fluid
(blood) could be used to detect pathogens. A 3D printed
acoustic wave sensor integrated with smartphone for convenient readout was developed for nucleic acid-based detection
of Salmonella cells in biofluids such as whole blood, saliva,
and nasal swab.[32] The advantages of this device were short
sample-to-answer analysis time (within 30 min), a low LoD
of 4 × 103 CFU (colony forming unit) mL−1, and user-friendliness and affordability to access in underdeveloped areas. As
the world comes to grips with increasing numbers of potentially catastrophic diseases, the accuracy and ease of detection
delivered by 3D printed sensors becomes more important
than ever.
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2021, 2107671

6. 3D Printed Physical Sensors for Monitoring of
Human Health
Physical or mechanical biosensors convert mechanical signals from the human body into electrical signals and form
an important category for healthcare monitoring devices. A
specific requirement to have a good sensitivity for such sensors in capturing the body signals is that they need to have an
elastic modulus comparable to that of the human body, that is,
have the quality of ‘elasticity’ described in Section 1. Several
types of tactile sensors (i.e., sensors that measure information arising from physical interaction with the environment)
fall under this category and are used as wearable biomonitors,
human-machine interfaces, and biotic–abiotic interfaces.[182]
Figure 7 shows several physical sensors where 3D printing
has played a central role in enabling their elasticity, and hence
their functionality. Figure 7a,b shows a 3D printed porous pressure-sensitive rubber (PSR) sensor and strain gauge for wearable human-machine interfaces.[11] In addition to monitoring
human motion, the sensor can also be used by humans to
interface with a robot. We note that the sensitivity of the pressure-based tactile sensor is one of the most important factors in
mimicking the human skin and achieving a precise capture of
human motion.[11] A multifunctional electronic skin that detects
body temperature and pressure is shown in Figure 7c.[183] This
is an example where multiple sensing modalities have been
integrated into a single device via 3D printing to achieve miniaturization and elasticity. In another example, 3D printing
was used to create a multi-sensor e-skin to mimic the human
somatosensory system (Figure 7d).[184] This sensor was utilized for real-time sensing of temperature (Figure 7e), in-plane
strain, humidity, light, magnetic field, pressure, and proximity
simultaneously.[184] To detect human movements (radial pulse,
bending, and finger pressing), a tactile sensor was demonstrated under conditions through a combination of composite
ink optimization, 3D imaging, and multimaterial printing
(Figure 7f).[5a]
The examples of 3D printed physical sensors illustrated
in Figure 7 form only a small subset of the current state-ofthe-art in this field. 3D printing was used to create a strain
sensor using carbon resistive ink within a highly conformal
and extensible elastomeric matrix where the sensor geometry
was controlled by maintaining print path and filament crosssection.[186] Recently, a highly flexible, wearable bandage-based
strain sensor was 3D printed and used for home healthcare
monitoring by combining AJ printer and laser sintering.[90] The
laser sintering could locally sinter the conducting metal with
minimal damage to the underlying flexible substrate.
Haptic sensors are computer-controlled electromechanical
interfaces that give kinesthetic or tactile feedback to the users.
In the past, prosthetic systems with haptic feedback were known
to be obtrusive and bulky.[187] This issue has been addressed by
3D printing in several recent developments. 3D printed fabricbased haptic gloves and soft robotic grippers were manufactured by integrating an array of pneumatic finger actuators and
flexible sensors.[188] The sensorized gripper could pick and hold
objects with a wide range of weight from 50 to 1100g while the
haptic actuator was capable of producing forces up to 2.1 N,
which was more than the minimum force of 1.5 N required
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Figure 6. 3D printed biosensors for rapid and sensitive pathogen detection. a–c) Schematics showing AJP of biosensor for COVID-19 antibody detection
in seconds.[33] The biosensor consisted of a 10 × 10 micropillar array coated with viral antigens as the working electrode. d,e) Optical image and SEM
of the sensor depicted in (a), respectively. The SEM images show top view of the 3D printed micropillar array. f) Plots showing the sensing of spike S1
antibodies with repeated regeneration. The charge transfer resistance varies with the antibody concentration. For control studies, rabbit serum (RS)
and fetal bovine serum (FBS) solution were used.[33] Reproduced with permission.[33] Copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH.
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Figure 7. 3D printed physical sensors. a,b) Schematic demonstration of material jetting (extrusion printing) in combination with reverse micelle to create
patterned PSR.[11] The use of such a sensor to monitor deformation/strain on a human finger is shown in (b). Reproduced with permission.[11] Copyright
2014, Wiley-VCH. c) A multifunctional electronic skin (e-skin) with multimodal sensing capability that demonstrates miniaturization and elasticity enabled by 3D printing.[183] Inset shows e-skin attached on the hand. Reproduced with permission.[183] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH. d) Another example of 3D
printed electronic skin comprising of highly stretchable and conformable conductive matrix network on polyimide substrate for multifunctional sensing
(10 × 10 sensor array, scale bar: 5 mm).[184] e) Real-time sensing of temperature, pressure, and proximity by the sensor shown in (d).[184] f) A tactile
sensor with the SEM showing the printed device (scale bar is 200 µm).[5a] Reproduced with permission.[5a] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH. g) A prosthetic
hand that uses 3D printed pressure sensors for controlling the grip. Handling of a spherical object was used to demonstrate the pressure control.[185]
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to accelerate haptic perception. Further, a low-cost, kinesthetic
haptic device named “Haptik” has been fabricated by Stanford University using 3D printing and used to educate middle
school students.[189] Attempts have also been made to integrate
augmented reality into haptic devices via 3D printing. A haptic
device (Tooketo) was developed that integrated touch and audio
sensing with the ability to receive audio information during its
use.[190] In another example, a 3D multiaxial force sensor was
developed using FDM[191] wherein the structural part was made
of thermoplastic polyurethane and the sensing part was made
of CNT-polymer nanocomposite. Such an arrangement of material provided a seamless integration of different components
into the device. Apart from these, a miniature body-powered
passive prosthetic hand was developed with a kinesthetic feedback by incorporating a force sensor and coin-type vibration
motor.[192] In another recent work, a 3D printed prosthetic arm
and a pressure sensing haptic system were integrated to enable
the capture of objects such as a cricket ball (Figure 7g).[185] As
the haptic sensors/interfaces evolve to include the IoT technologies, a deeper understanding and integration of biology, 3D
printed electronics, and robotic systems are required for further
developments in the field of physical biosensors.

7. Discussion and Future Directions
The miniaturization, personalization, and elasticity trends supported by 3D printing open novel avenues in biosensing that
can provide long-term benefits to human health. Better still,
these advances are only in their infancy, with several new AM
methods on the horizon.[193] Thus, this review should be taken
as an intermediate snapshot and a forward-thinking report.
The new developments in this field are highlighted by
advances in the 3D printing technology itself, enabling new
capabilities and functionalities in biosensors. These advances
include multi-material printing, multi-length scale printing,
and scale-up, which are being pursued by various labs and companies throughout the world. Recently, Aniwaa Pte. Ltd. has
introduced a XJet 3D printer which has thousands of nozzles
for the deposition of ceramics and metals to form 3D structures
with part consolidation at 300 °C.[194] This technique offers a 5×
increase in speed of manufacture by 3D printing. This technology has the potential of being used for the mass production
of biosensors. Advanced 2PP printing was introduced recently
by Nanoscribe GmbH to print polymeric structures at nanometer resolution which is not possible by other 3D printers.[195]
For example, 3D conical nanostructures of carbon were realized by this method with two-steps thermal annealing and an
integration with chip-scale CMOS devices that can have wireless transmission capability.[195] Exaddon GmbH has created
a novel 3D printing system where several metallic materials
can be printed as 3D structures at length scales of 500 nm to
a few micrometers in minutes, making it possible to make
multi-material devices with precisely controlled topography
and texture.[196] Other equipment manufacturers (e.g., nScrypt
Inc.) have been integrating methods such as pick and place
of semiconductor chips with jetting-based AM. Similarly, 3D
printers with additional multiple printheads/nozzles are being
developed to scale-up production rates for various industries,
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including biomedical sensors. These developments are also
addressing the current limitations of 3D printing such as postprocessing compatibility, layer misalignment, over-extrusion,
and anisotropic mechanical strength.[197] In addition, active
research is also ongoing in the materials’ area to address
issues such as distortion after sintering for metal and polymers
parts.[198] We expect these developments to lead to several types
of “all-3D-printed-sensors” in the future where it is possible to
manufacture parts in simple 1–2 steps, namely, printing, followed by curing/sintering. In fact, we note some progress on
this front where fully 3D printed devices were realized for a
subset of biomedical sensors for glucose and DNA sensing.[199]
The extent of the devastation caused by the COVID-19 pandemic[176] emphasized the need for fungible manufacturing
infrastructure for test kits/sensors for their on-demand production. Such a system can quickly change the types of sensors manufactured to respond to specific healthcare emergencies. The
immense flexibility offered by 3D printing in terms of changing
the production programs at a click of a button can be of significant value to address this need. Further, to address the logistics
of device transportation, on-site production of sensors can be of
significant value to address regional health outbreaks/emergencies. This is especially applicable to underserved areas within the
country and globally. Again, low-cost 3D printers can be deployed
in remote regions to address these needs. 3D printing is expected
to emerge as a broadly deployable indispensable tool in the fight
against healthcare emergencies. Last, personalized medicine is
expected to grow as an important field in the future.[200] This area
will require making sensing devices tailored to individuals where
the flexibility offered by 3D printing will be highly useful.
In summary, advances in biomedical sensor devices have
accompanied the progress in fabrication technologies. 3D
printing is an emerging manufacturing method that offers a) an
ability to print a variety of geometries with a high level of complexity and customizability, b) rapid prototyping, c) waste minimization, and d) multi-material integration. These fabrication
advantages have profoundly affected the biomedical sensors and
fueled the trends of miniaturization/integration (for both Sibased devices and electronic packaging), ‘elasticity’ (i.e., devices
with elastic modulus matching that of the biological tissue), and
device personalization. In addition, 3D printing of biomedical
sensors has the advantage that it can be done close to the place
of consumption and does not need expensive clean-room facilities. This is especially advantageous when addressing the healthcare needs of populations in underserved areas. Across a range
of sensors, 3D printing enables low LoD, high reproducibility,
and a high degree of integration/complexity of the devices, with
continued innovations for the foreseeable future.
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